In this paper we explore our use of a dialogical storytelling approach to alleviate some of the tensions involved in researching another person's embodied experience. These tensions concern the problems of (a) how to access another's embodied experience, and (b) how to represent that experience. We consider these issues through sharing creative nonfiction stories, alongside theoretical reflections, drawn from our research into the meaning and value of an adapted sport and inclusive adventurous training course for military personnel who have experienced serious injury and/or trauma. In terms of accessing another's embodied experience, we observe how co-experienced physical movement seemed to allow taboo tales to be shared. In moments like these there is a sense of 'doing together' that supports story sharing -embodied interaction is the medium that allows it to happen. We suggest that evocative stories of personal embodied experience are unlikely to be shared or witnessed without an immersive embodied interaction. In terms of representation, we propose that faithful portrayals of embodied experience are most likely to be achieved through particular writing strategies. Because another's embodied experience can only be glimpsed tangentially, through a physical-emotional sensibility, it needs to be evoked, implied or rendered through aesthetic forms. We have found storytelling to be one way of writing that allows us to express and communicate complex and sometimes ambiguous forms of embodied knowledge, understanding and wisdom that we may not yet have fully grasped ourselves.
him.
In a break during the second activity of the day, Josh wanders away from the group to sit in one of eight sleek black wheelchairs, specially customized for basketball, that are parked at the side of the hall. I follow, keeping a little distance, before sitting in another of the chairs. These are no standard wheelchairs, but instead have the feel of a high-performance racing bike. They are light, responsive, fast and infinitely manoeuvrable. I'd defy anybody to sit in one without wanting to take it for a spin! And this is exactly what Josh begins to do.
Wheeling, pivoting, reversing, accelerating, before suddenly making abrupt halts. I start doing the same. Quietly, without being noticed by the rest of the group, we engage in some kind of tentative seated dance in our wheeled contraptions. Josh smiles once or twice. I find myself smiling too. We make eye contact occasionally. We keep our peace.
Josh is first to speak. "These things are cool," he says, sending himself into a rapid 360. "I'd never of known!" "Me neither," I reply, "they just make you want to move don't they?" Sharing Stories of Trauma and Recovery 6 "Aye. I haven't moved much this past year. I've done fuck all since I been back really. For a year there I was just nowhere. Drinking, like all through the day. It started off as a celebration -it was a big party. You know, I was glad to be alive. But I just couldn't stop." "Were you back from…" "Afghan, yeah." Josh pauses, and his manoeuvres slow. We make eye contact. "You can't prepare for it, for what you see. No-one should see that stuff." Josh looks away and starts spinning again. "Back home, I was drinking and taking stuff all the time to try to get it out of my head. I saw a doctor and he just gave me loads of tablets -antidepressants, sleeping pills -and I was just, like, I'm gonna use all these and kill myself. And it seemed like they didn't care if I did. After the third time I tried to take my life, that's when I got to see a decent doctor who said, you know, why haven't you been treated for PTSD?"
'Daily Debrief'
Billy puts his iPod into the dock and selects a loud, energetic track as the group enters the room after the last activity of day four. It's one of very few songs I've heard on the radio lately that I like. I find the opening chords and building rhythm infectious, despite feeling exhausted after days of intense activity. It helps me muster my last reserves of energy. Billy places some sheets of flip chart paper and some pens around the room as the lyrics "Are we human? Or are we dancer?" waft over the driving bass and percussion. The sound fills the room, which up until then had felt more like the waiting room in a doctor's surgery, but now feels almost like somebody's home.
As the last members of the group arrive, Billy steps into the middle of the room and, with a big grin on his face asks: "Anyone want to dance? Maybe we all need to move a bit?" A couple of people stand up, smiling too. "I'll teach you the squaddie two-step -it's the only dance I know!" Billy says with a chuckle, stepping side to side and clicking his fingers roughly in time with the beat. The others who stood up join in, laughing. Those watching from the side chuckle too. "Oh, yeah man!" Billy enthuses, "I don't need to teach you! You're past-masters I can see from here!" Once everyone has arrived, Billy turns down the music and addresses the whole group: "I'd like to ask each of you -if you're happy to do so -to make a drawing which represents either today or the whole week so far." There are a few gasps of disbelief, a few questions, and a few shrugs of shoulders. One person says, "I can't draw!" "What have we said this week, mate, about negative self-talk?" Billy replies, eyebrows raised.
All but one of the group pick up pens and begin work. After a few minutes, Billy asks each person if they'd be willing to tell the group about their drawings. Two people have drawn large smiling faces, one with a slightly crazy-looking tongue-hanging-out expression. "That's the shit and that's the good," Josh says, pointing at his drawing of a skull and crossbones and a bar of chocolate. "And this," he says with a laugh, "is a funky monkey 'cause I like drawing funky monkeys!"
The next person says he hasn't drawn anything, but would like to say a few words anyway. "That's great, please, go ahead," Billy offers.
"Back in 2008 I went to Loch Lomond with a mate. We had cold tea, crap sandwiches and the weather was shit. We couldn't see a thing all day. But while we were on the peak, the sun came out. Just for a moment. And, at that moment, I was happy -for the first time in more than a year. My mate took me there to try to help me. He probably remembers it as a shitty day, or maybe he doesn't even remember it at all. But I do. For me, you see, it was a highlight. And today has been like that for me. I haven't felt this good since 2008. I started Sharing Stories of Trauma and Recovery 8 today with a walk at 6.30. We've had shooting and we've done archery. I feel happy. It's been a good day."
The group applauds.
'Closing Session'
With the group sat in a large circle, Billy invites the group members to share any comments they have about their experience of the week. Several take the opportunity to speak. "First off, I was scared of even coming back to the UK. It's the first time I've been back for two years. Getting on an aeroplane even was a big step. I was absolutely petrified.
As you probably all know by now, I have my problems -things I struggle to deal with. Some things I can't deal with. And humour is my mechanism, my way of trying to deal with them. I know I've taken the piss a lot, made a lot of wisecracks, but that's what I've needed to do to get through it, to keep myself going. So I'd like to thank everyone -on the course and the staff -for allowing me to go with that. Thank you all for being so supportive."
A second man, sat on the opposite side of the circle, speaks next. "The best thing about this course is that the militarised factor is gone. You don't feel like you're in the military. And that's just fantastic. Plus, of course, the instructors and the staff are fantastic too. The older people, like Jack, who've been through the military, been injured or disabled or unwell like we have, are just so inspiring. And the younger ones have taught me so much too. It's down to everybody. Thank you all for putting in the effort." Josh speaks next. "I came here this week a hard-drinking-adrenaline-junkie basically.
After this week I'm wondering if there's a way of rather than just doing outdoor stuff for me -for the adrenalin -if there's a way I can go out and do it in a way that helps other people, that benefits people with different abilities, the way you've all helped me this week. My cousin has Down's Syndrome and I'm thinking maybe I could help people like that, by becoming an outdoor activity instructor, and teaching them the kinds of things I can do."
A fourth man waits until last to speak. "I've achieved more in these five days than I have in over two years. Lately, I don't go shopping. I don't do the school run because I just want to stay in the house. And since May this year, things have got worse. I don't leave the house nowadays. But last night I went to Sainsbury's -just the little local one. Which may not seem a big thing to everyone else but to me it is huge. And this week I'm going to go to Tesco's -and I'm going to hold my head up high and I'm going to go round with my trolley.
And rather than holding my daughter and pretending not to see anyone to avoid having to talk to them, I'm going to look people in the eye and talk to them. That'll be a big change for me lately, and it's down to what's happened here this week."
Supporting Personal Stories
Trauma, in its many forms, often remains an untold or silent story, particularly among men (see Etherington, 2000 Etherington, , 2003 . As critical aspects of embodied experience in our military research, stories of trauma -including accounts of mental distress, impairment, vulnerability -might be considered 'taboo' stories because they transgress dominant narratives within military culture. Not only within military culture, but also within sport culture and under the terms of hegemonic masculinity, stories of being mentally tough, competitive and physically impenetrable are typically preferred -they are the stories most frequently told and heard. For Seagrave (1997) , "the language of football is the language of war" and across sports, there is "little or no effort to hide the frequent allusions to violence, aggression and confrontation" (p. 214). In contrast, stories about the trauma, the horrors of war, mental illness and vulnerable soldiers often remain silent (Douglas & Carless, 2009 , 2012 , 2015a , 2015b Jenkins, 2013; Madill & Hopper, 2007; Seagrave, 1997) .
In Welcome Session, we see Billy (the group leader) embodying and enacting behaviours that explicitly challenge these norms. First, he opens up the possibility that we are perhaps not so tough as we may think we are by making a physical device available that allows us to admit -without needing to say anything at all -our vulnerabilities or worries.
Second, Billy includes himself as still working towards a goal (eliminating negative self-talk), implicitly revealing himself not as 'perfect' -with everything sorted and together -but as someone who wants, needs even, us to help him as well as help each other. He presents himself as a leader who is fallible and needs help. Third, Billy reveals himself -as an active, male leader -to be sensitive rather than impenetrable and tough. Further, he is willing to allow that he feels embarrassed to admit it in front of a group of military and outdoor people.
In the first session of the course, Billy offered three golden, welcoming moments. He effectively challenges the dominant (military, sport, masculine) culture of toughness by providing a counter story (Nelson, 2001 ) that scripts another way of being. Additionally, he offers and models practical strategies to allow others to explore and perhaps embrace this alternative.
In addition to being a valuable start to the course, Billy's actions and words also serve to authorise group members to share (and/or enact) stories that transgress military culture. It is alright, Billy's words and actions suggest, to share vulnerabilities; there is no need to keep up a façade of invincibility. This is important from a research perspective too because, Plummer (1995) suggests, "Stories can be told when they can be heard. There is usually no point in telling a tale without a receptive and appreciative listener, and one who is usually part of a wider community of support" (p. 120). Welcome Session provides a glimpse of the way Billy and the other coaches -throughout the week -work to embody and enact the role of receptive and appreciative listener. By doing so, the coaches allow and even encourage individuals in the group to broach moments of their lives that they might otherwise keep silent. This creates a culture of story sharing, increasing the tellability (Smith & Sparkes, 2008) of what might otherwise be considered taboo, transgressive, unwelcome or difficult to share accounts. This was important for us as narrative researchers conducting fieldwork: we were included as part of this receptive and appreciative culture, and therefore more likely to be entrusted with personal stories. Without this culture, the kind of interactions we experienced would have been unlikely.
Evident in these interactions -as
Stories from a Spinning Wheelchair shows -is a high degree of physical movement or embodied action. The kinds of interactions portrayed in the stories (which occurred regularly throughout our fieldwork) were not pre-planned, stationary conversations in a quiet, private room, but impromptu exchanges that took place during the routine activities of the course. While the heightened physicality that accompanied these exchanges is partly a result of the course being sport and adventurous training based, it is also because the coaches deliberately incorporated additional opportunities for non-verbal interactions as a way to open up communication. For example: the rope allowed a physical demonstration of one's emotions in Welcome Session; group members were invited to make a drawing about their day in Daily Debrief; music was routinely used as an invitation to move in order to lighten or energise an intense session. All these approaches invited the physical expression of aspects of one's life without asking for anything to be put into words, with little in the way of direct questioning. Sometimes these actively embodied tasks led participants to share further personal stories in words.
Body-to-Body Stories
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The importance of embodiment to subjective experience is now widely recognised across the social sciences. The need to take embodiment seriously has generated a variety of approaches towards incorporating body knowledge (Evans & Davies, 2005) , particularly in sport, education and health research. One example can be found in the work of Evans, Davies and Rich (2009) who describe how the use of the corporeal device permits a "focus on the body as not just a discursive representation and relay of messages and power relations external 'to itself' but as a voice 'of itself'" (p. 393). Importantly, as Pink (2011) observes, this "shift towards embodiment allowed the recognition that knowledge was not simply something of the mind, but that 'knowing' is embedded in embodied practices, and cannot necessarily be expressed in spoken words" (p. 345).
Concerns have, however, been expressed concerning how bodies are incorporated within social science scholarship. As Sparkes (1999), for instance, observes: "When bodies have been focused upon they have been heavily theorized bodies, detached, distant, and for the most part lacking intimate connection to the lived experiences of the corporeal beings who are the objects of analytical scrutiny" (p. 18). How, though, might we write bodies and into our studies in ways that preserve the visceral, connected, proximal and immediate nature of embodied experience? Storytelling, in various forms, offers a set of approaches that we have for some time been exploring in our research (e.g., Carless, 2012; Carless & Douglas, 2010; Douglas & Carless, 2008 , 2009 , 2015b . We propose this dialogical storytelling approach as an alternative way of researching other's embodied experiences which begins with the recognition that, "Locomotion not cognition must be the starting point for the study of perceptual activity" (Ingold, 2000 , cf. Pink, 2011 .
In Stories from a Spinning Wheelchair physical activity is both a trigger and facilitator of telling stories of embodied experience. Immersion in a shared embodied experience (in this case spinning in wheelchairs) seems to allow a taboo tale to be told, in its own time. Embodied action is the medium that allows Josh to tell his trauma stories. In moments like these, for us, there is a sense of 'doing together' that supports story sharing. It's as if we (as researchers) can't go straight to whatever it is we want to know, and they (as participants) can't either. In Frank's (1995) terms, there is a sense of the researcher working with a philosophy of, "Let me be with you" over "what do you have to tell me?" (p. 144).
Perhaps this allows us (participant and researcher) to find common ground through coexperienced physical movement. While spinning together in wheelchairs, Josh has time to 'test' whether David is with him -to decide if he considers the relationship sufficiently safe to share his stories.
For Bakhtin (1984) stories are not told to thin air, but always addressed. In Frank's (2010) terms, researchers need to understand themselves "not as collecting data but as being the addressee whose presence enables people to tell their stories" (p. 128). Importantly for us, it follows then that stories are addressed to a body. In the story above, Josh addresses his stories (from his body, spinning in a wheelchair) to David's body (in shared action, also spinning in a wheelchair). It is from within this embodied relation that David witnesses the accounts Josh chooses to share. This, according to Crossley (2007) , is significant because Our embodiment is our point of view on the world ... It locates us in the world, putting us in a spatio-temporal relation with other beings and giving us a standpoint, literally, from which to perceive them ... Traditional conceptions of 'the body' focus upon its perceptible aspects and thus assume the perspective of an outside observer; an outside-in perspective. Phenomenology alerts us to the body's own, inside out perspective, and thus to the body of the observer. Human bodies, for the phenomenologist, are both perceptible and perceiving, sensible and sentient. (p. 82)
Although Crossley refers to phenomenology, his points are also relevant to narrative research, not least because they highlight the role of the observer/researcher's embodied positioning in affecting what stories are shared and how those stories are heard. We suspect that evocative stories of personal embodied experience are unlikely to be witnessed without an immersive embodied interaction. This quality of interaction, as the stories portray, is critical if we are to generate knowledge that is faithful to participants' own embodied experiences.
Crossley (2007) calls these kinds of approaches to research body techniques, and suggests they mark an important departure from other (e.g., interview) methods. In his words:
The meaning generated by body techniques and the knowledge and understanding they embody is best grasped by way of observation … The devil is in the detail and the detail may not always be reflexively available to the lay agent in an interview situation. It must be observed in practice. (p. 91)
We are aware of how interacting with participants like Josh through fieldwork -in our participant-observer roles -shaped our understandings in important ways. Although we did conduct formal one-to-one interviews during our fieldwork, the kinds of interactions portrayed in the stories above (which revealed the 'detail' in Crossley's terms) had a different quality. Given their impromptu and participant-led nature, we felt it was neither appropriate (in terms of context and our ethical relationships with participants) nor necessary (in terms of generating 'good data') to activate an audio-recorder once these interactions were underway.
Audio-recorders are clearly ill-equipped to capture the embodied nature of these interactions.
Instead, we opted to make detailed fieldnotes soon after the interaction, and it is from these fieldnotes that we developed the creative nonfiction stories above. Throughout, we strove to recreate the embodied qualities of the interactions, drawing on memories of our own physical experiences/senses/emotions, our observations of participants' physical actions/expressions, and our recollections of the words/stories that were voiced.
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Understanding and Representing Embodied Experience
With reference to experiences of trauma and suffering, Bakhtin (1990) observes that, "The other's suffering as co-experienced by me is in principle different ... from the other's suffering as he [sic] experiences it" (p. 102). This distinction has been considered by narrative scholars in recent years as it relates closely to the problems we face in trying to understand another's embodied experience. Yet without understanding another's experience, how can we hope to portray their experience more widely? Narrative imagination has been proposed as one way of developing understanding of the Other:
Our narrative imagination is our most valuable tool in our exploration of others' worlds, for it assists us in seeing beyond the immediately visible. It is our ability to imagine other 'possible lives' -our own and others -that creates our bond with 'diverse social and historical worlds' … Without this imagination, we are forever restricted to the world as we know it, which is a very limited place to be (Andrews, 2007, p. 510) Yet, for Smith (2008) There is a delicate balance to be achieved here, then, between remaining fundamentally alien to and ignorant of the Other's embodied experience through a lack of imagination, and becoming falsely familiar with the Other by imposing upon them one's own The monological voice -through which a researcher claims to know and express another's experience -is commonplace in the human and social sciences, where scientific and realist representations dominate the landscape (see Sparkes, 2002) . In Frank's (2004) terms, this voice commits symbolic violence by finalizing participants' lives and experience.
Because human experience is complex, fluid and sometimes ambiguous, these kinds of representations risk simply getting it wrong. To realise dialogical representations (Frank, 2010) , which allow space for other voices alongside our own, we must relinquish the authority of claiming to know and understand the Other. In Andrews (2007) terms, "We must be comfortable knowing that we do not, and can never, know all about another; equally, we must resist the temptation to overinterpret those empty spaces that lie within our conversations" (p. 509). Likewise, for Neilsen (2008), "we need to recognize that imagination allows us to enter the experience of another without appropriation, ownership, or reductiveness" (p. 95).
For us, portrayals that illuminate participants' embodiment in a way that is faithful to their experience are most likely to be achieved through alternative writing/representational strategies. As the preceding stories portray, another's embodied experience can perhaps only be glimpsed tangentially, through a kind of physical-emotional sensibility. Like the sun, perhaps it is the case that the Other's experience cannot be seen by looking directly at it.
Instead, it can only be 'seen' out of the 'corner of the eye,' through a sideways glance. It is, 
